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You’ve designed your wedding to perfectly reflect

who you are as a couple. Your honeymoon should

be no different. Choosing the perfect destination is

paramount to ensuring an unforgettable, once-in-a-

lifetime honeymoon!

THE perfect honeymoon destination varies as each

couple’s interests are different, and there is not just

one destination that always takes the trophy. For

the beach lovers, there is powder, white sand and

turquoise water. For the adventure seekers, there is

ziplining, kayaking, hiking, and more! For the culture

enthusiasts, there are famous ruins and incredible

cuisines. For the luxury aficionados, extravagant

accommodations and world class service, and for

the wildlife fanatics, luxury safaris and up close

encounters with the world’s most amazing

creatures.

Over the years of planning luxury honeymoons,

Globaluxe Travel has found the perfect honeymoon

destinations for every type of couple.

LET'S EXPLORE

HONEYMOONS
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BEACH LOVERS
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BORA BORA
Bora Bora, also known as the “Pearl of the

Pacific”, is the ultimate honeymoon destination

for beach lovers. With white sand and a shallow

lagoon that shimmers with 50 shades of blue,

couples can opt for a traditional beach bungalow

or an iconic overwater bungalow. Spend the day

lounging by the ocean or experiencing one of the

many water activities offered in Bora Bora and the

night enjoying traditional Polynesian

performances and BBQs on the beach. Don’t miss

out on the best souvenir Bora Bora has to offer,

the black Tahitian pearl!

TURKS AND CAICOS
Turks and Caicos has some of the best beaches

in the Caribbean. Miles of snow-white sand meets

turquoise waters making this destination a must

for beach lovers. Honeymooners can spend the

day on the beach snorkeling, horseback riding, or

kite surfing or hop on a private yacht to enjoy

water sports and explore the uninhibited islands

of West Caicos. Romantic sunset dinners on the

beach are the perfect way to end the day in Turks

and Caicos!
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ADVENTURE SEEKERS
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COSTA RICA
Costa Rica is full of outdoor activities for couples

to enjoy, and with rainforests and beaches, Costa

Rica offers the best of both worlds. From hiking

around the Arenal volcano, trekking over the

hanging bridges, viewing the waterfalls and zip

lining in the canopy to surfing lessons, deep sea

fishing, and horseback riding, the activity options

are endless. Don’t forget about the coffee farm

tours and barista classes teaching the secret to

the perfect espresso! Couples looking for

adventure are sure to be delighted with Costa

Rica!

ST. LUCIA
Saint Lucia is known for its unique volcanic cones

called Pitons, which are a UNESCO world heritage

site, and coastline that offers secluded beaches

and beautiful coves to explore. With options like

hiking the pitons, visiting one of the numerous

waterfalls, sunbathing on a catamaran, snorkeling

in the ocean, or taking a dip in the sulfur springs,

there will be no shortage of activities! Easy

helicopter transfers from the airport offer a nice

aerial tour of the island too! Luxury properties

offering open air rooms, world-class spas, and

renowned chefs ensure honeymooners get the

adventure and luxury they desire. 
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GREEK ISLANDS
With history dating back thousands of years, the

Greek islands are the perfect destination to

explore the culture and traditions of Greece. In

Crete, a visit to Knossos, known as Europe’s

oldest city, provides insight about the people,

society and the famous Knossos Palace built

around 2000 BC, or enjoy a tour and tasting at a

local vineyard or olive orchard. Beyond culture

and history, the Greek Islands offers

honeymooners beautiful beaches, charming

towns, incredible food, and unique, luxury

accommodations.

CULTURE ENTHUSIASTS

MEXICO
From the famous Maya ruins of Chichen Izta and

art of some of Mexico’s most revered artists, to

the tasty crickets in Oxaca and the oldest

vineyards and tequila distilleries in Latin America,

Mexico is full of culture. Whether staying at the

beach, in the mountains, or in the largest

metropolitan city in North America, there is no

shortage of culture and history to explore. Unique

activities such as cooking classes with an

“Abuela”, exploring the cenotes in the Yucatan,

or touring the blue agave fields in Tequila

enhance the cultural experience of the trip. The

options to discover the culture and traditions in

Mexico are endless! 
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THE MALDIVES
Perched above the turquoise waters, the idyllic

overwater villas with private decks and plunge

pools are just the beginning in the Maldives. With

the world 's first subaquatic eatery (15 feet

underwater!!), an underwater spa, and unique

experiences such as stargazing from an

observatory or savoring dinner in a beach pit,

luxury abounds in the Maldives! And for those

looking for the ultimate in luxury and privacy, the

Maldives offers the option to rent private islands

or luxury yachts fully staffed with chefs,

masseuses, butlers, and even marine biologists

to ensure no want or need goes unmet. For the

most iconic, luxurious honeymoon, look no further

than the Maldives!

LUXURY AFICIONADOS

ST. BARTHELEMY
The French speaking island of St. Barthelemy,

often referred to as St. Barts, is THE island of

luxury! As one of the trendiest destinations in the

Caribbean, the island boasts pristine beaches,

world-class resorts, and fabulous food! Be ready

to dress to impress and rub elbows with the rich

and famous at Nikki Beach or watch the sunset

while sipping rosé at Shellona Beach. For ultimate

privacy, charter a private yacht to explore the

breathtaking, secluded beaches as an onboard

chef prepares lunch. 
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TANZANIA
Lions and tigers and bears (well, not really bears),

oh my! Tanzania is a country of natural splendor

with a plethora of wildlife. Morning and evening

game drives give guests ample time to marvel at

the big 5- lions, leopards, rhinos, elephants, and

Cape buffalos. For those looking for adventure,

visit the Ngorongoro Crater, the world’s largest

inactive volcanic crater, or hike Mount

Kilimanjaro, Africa’s highest mountain. With a host

of luxury accommodations, creative

gastronomical experiences and a plethora of

wildlife, a once in a lifetime African safari is the

perfect choice for wildlife fanatics to celebrate a

one in a lifetime honeymoon!

WILDLIFE FANATICS

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS
The Galapagos Islands are one of the most

popular wildlife travel destinations for a reason.

Teeming with aquatic wildlife, the islands are

home to many endemic species found only in the

Galapagos. The tameness of the animals in the

Galapagos Islands leads to up-close encounters

with sea lions, iguanas, turtles, penguins, and

frigate birds. Enjoy the views from a small, luxury

cruiser that navigates the water with ease

allowing honeymooners to take in the wildlife

while enjoying chef prepared meals, romantic

dinners, personalized service, and luxury

accommodations. 
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Choosing the perfect destination for your

Finding luxury hotel accommodations

Arranging private transfers

Scheduling exclusive activities

Booking relaxing spa treatments

Navigating new travel requirements

And So Much More...

You are already planning a wedding. There is no need to add the

stress of planning a honeymoon too! With first hand knowledge of

destinations worldwide, let us help you with:

Globaluxe Travel is a luxury travel agency specializing in planning

unique, tailored honeymoons. Globaluxe Travel was founded by

Jessica Rugg, an avid traveler with a passion to help busy couples

plan the honeymoons of their dreams. Globaluxe Travel a proud

member of Virtuoso allowing us to access to the world’s best

properties and offering our clients exclusive amenities.

If you’re dreaming of the perfect honeymoon, but don’t have the time 

             or energy to plan it, schedule your complimentary call today, 

               and let’s start planning!

409.658.8687

JESSICA@GLOBALUXETRAVEL.COM

GLOBALUXETRAVEL.COM

JESSICA RUGG
FOUNDER & LEAD TRAVEL ADVISOR
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